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INTRODUCTION
w xBy the general structure theorem due to Harish-Chandra H-C , the
Ž .center of the universal enveloping algebra U gl of the Lie algebra gln n
is known to be isomorphic to the ring of symmetric polynomials of n
variables. Besides this fact, more details have been studied on the center
Ž .of U gl . We know at least two concrete sets of generators of the center:n
w xone is the set of Capelli elements Ca1 which is expressed by the
w xdeterminant; the other is what Gelfand gave in Ge using the trace. The
former is rather special to gl and has been well investigated as a modeln
Ž w x w x w x w x w xexample of the central elements see, e.g., HU , KS1 , KS2 , Na1 , Na2 ,
w x.Ok . In contrast, the construction of the latter can be applied more
generally to other Lie algebras. From the viewpoint of symmetric polyno-
mials, these are respectively corresponding to the elementary symmetric
polynomials and the power sum symmetric polynomials. The purpose of
this paper is to give explicit relations between these two set of generators
with different natures. The results can be regarded as analogues of the
classical Newton formula on symmetric polynomials.
To state our results, we give the definitions of the two sets of generators.
 4 Ž .Let E be the canonical basis of gl , and denote the matrix Ei j n i j 1F i, jF n
by E. We consider a non-commutative determinant with a parameter l:
C l s det E q diag n y 1, n y 2, . . . , 0 y lI , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .where the determinant for a matrix a is defined by the alternat-i j 1F i, jF n
ing sum
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Ž . Ž . Ž .This C l is known to be in the center ZU gl of U gl for any l. Wen n
define the r th Capelli element C by the expansionr
n
r Ž r .C l s y l C , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ny r
rs0
Ž r . Ž . Ž .where l s l l y 1 ??? l y r q 1 is the factorial function. These
Ž .C , . . . , C are known to generate the center ZU gl .1 n n
The generators given by Gelfand are expressed as the traces of powers
of the matrix E:
P s tr E r s E E ??? E . 3Ž . Ž .Ýr i i i i i i1 2 2 3 r 1
i , i , . . . , i1 2 r
Ž .It is easy to see that P is in the center ZU gl . Furthermore, P , . . . , Pr n 1 n
Ž .are known to generate ZU gl .n
The main results of this paper are the following two formulas, which
give explicit relations between these C 's and P 's.r r
Ž Ž ..THEOREM 1 Newton's Formula for gl 1 . An explicit relation be-n
tween the C 's and P 's is gi¤en in the formr r
k
r Ä Ä Äy C P s y C y C y1Ž . Ž .Ý ž /ky r r kq1 kq1
rs0
k
n y k q t Äs C ,Ý ky tž /n y k y 1
ts0
Ä Ä Ž .where C and C l are defined by the expansionsr r
n n
r rr rÄ ÄC l s y l C , C l q m s y l C m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýny r nyr
rs0 rs0
Ž Ž ..THEOREM 2 Newton's Formula for gl 2 . Another explicit relationn
between the C 's and P 's is gi¤en in the formr r
k
r Äy C k y n P s y C k y n y C k y n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ky r r kq1 kq1
rs0
s n y k C k y n y 1 .Ž . Ž .k
Ä Ž .Here P and C l are defined byr r




r Ž r .C l q m s y l C m .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ny r
rs0
Ä ÄŽ .Remark. We can describe explicitly C l , C , and P as linear combi-r r r
nations of C 's or P 's:r r
r
t n y r q tŽ t .C l s y l C ,Ž . Ž .Ýr rytž /n y r
ts0
r r
ry t nyt rÄ ÄC s y S C , P s S P .Ž .Ý Ýr nyr t r t t
ts0 ts0
here the symbol Sr is the Stirling number of the first kind defined byt
lŽ r . s Ýr S rlt. It should be noted that Theorem 2 is not deduced simplyts0 t
from Theorem 1 by means of these linear relations.
These two theorems are analogues of Newton's formula for symmetric
functions. In fact, if we replace E by a matrix of commutative entries, the
elements C and P would correspond respectively to the r th elementaryr r
symmetric function and the r th power sum symmetric function in eigenval-
ues of the matrix. The explicit form of the classical Newton formula is as
follows.
Ž .THEOREM 3 Classical Newton Formula . Let s and q be respecti¤elyr r
the rth elementary symmetric function and the rth power sum symmetric
function in n ¤ariables. Then their relation is gi¤en by
k
ry s q s n y k s .Ž . Ž .Ý ky r r k
rs0
We give a remark on the comparison of our formulas and the classical
ones: the operation of the backward difference appearing on the right-hand
sides in Theorems 1 and 2 corresponds to the differentiation for the
Ž Ž ..classical situation see also 5 . In this sense, Theorem 1 is a direct
counterpart of Theorem 3, because
d
n y k s x , . . . , x sy s x y l, . . . , x y l .Ž . Ž . Ž .k 1 n kq1 1 ndl ls0
It is interesting to notice that Capelli considered the following variant of
w xTheorem 3 in terms of factorial functions 2, p. 365 ff. , and that it actually
gives the counterpart of our Theorem 2:
k dry s k y n q sy s k y n q l , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄÝ ky r r kq1dl ls0rs0
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Ž . n Ž r .where we define q , s , and s l by q s Ý x and the expansionsÄ Ä Ä Är r r r is1 i
n
r Ž r .x y l ??? x y l s y l s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . ÄÝ1 n nyr
rs0
n
r Ž r .x y l y m ??? x y l y m s y l s m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÄÝ1 n nyr
rs0
This paper consists of three sections, each of which corresponds to the
proofs of the three theorems explained above. In Section 1, as a primitive
analogue of the proof of the main theorems, we give a proof of the
classical Newton formula. It is deduced as an application of the
Cayley]Hamilton theorem to a diagonal matrix X whose entries are the
indeterminates. In Sections 2 and 3, we prove respectively Theorems 1 and
2 by comparing the eigenvalues of C 's and P 's on the irreducibler r
Žw x.representations of gl . There we utilize the computation PP1 of then
eigenvalues of P . The proof of our main theorems are carried out in ar
similar way as in Section 1 by using the matrix describing these eigenvalues
in place of the matrix X.
Ž .Note. Theorem 1 is reformulated as the following equality as U gl -n
w xcoefficient formal power series U :
‘C l y C l y 1Ž . Ž . y1yks l P . 5Ž .Ý kC lŽ . ks0
We note that this equality and Theorem 1 can be deduced from a more
Žw x w x.general result on Yangians of Lie superalgebras Na1 , MNO . The
author thinks, however, our treatment is more direct and gives a new
viewpoint.
1. CLASSICAL NEWTON FORMULA
To explain the basic idea of the proof of our main theorems, we give
first a proof of the classical Newton formula as its prototype. We denote by
s the r th elementary symmetric function, and by q the r th power sumr r
symmetric function in n variables x , x , . . . , x :1 2 n
s s s x , . . . , x s x x ??? x , 6Ž . Ž .Ýr r 1 n i i i1 2 r
1Fi - ??? -i Fn1 r
q s q x , . . . , x s x r q x r q ??? qx r . 7Ž . Ž .r r 1 n 1 2 n
Ž .Put X s diag x , . . . , x , and consider its characteristic polynomial1 n
n




nn ny1s X y s X q ??? q y s I s 0 8Ž . Ž .0 1 n
by the Cayley]Hamilton theorem. The classical Newton formula for k s n
Ž . Ž r .is obtained simply by taking the trace of 8 , because tr X s q . Forr
kyn Ž .more general k, multiply X on both sides of 8 and take the trace.
Then we have
kk ky1s tr X y s tr X q ??? q y s tr IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 k
nkq1 y1 kyns y y s tr X q ??? q y s tr X . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4kq1 n
The left-hand side is clearly that of the classical Newton formula. The
Ž .right-hand side is computed as follows. It belongs to the ring R x , . . . , x1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .s C x m ??? m C x , where C x is the field of rational functions in x .1 n i i
Ž .An element of this R x , . . . , x is decomposed into a sum of poly-1 n
Ž .  a < 4nomial and ``proper fraction.'' As a basis of C x , we can take x a G 0i i
 a d Ž .y1 <  4 4j x Ł x q c c g C_ 0 , a g Z, a - d . According to thisi ns1 i n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .basis, C x is decomposed into a direct sum C x [ C x , wherei q i y i
Ž . Ž .  a4C x and C x are the subspaces respectively spanned by x andq i y i i
 a d Ž .y14 Ž . Ž . Ž .x Ł x q c . Let R x , . . . , x s C x m ??? m C x andi ns1 i n q 1 n q 1 q n
Ž . Ž . Ž .R x , . . . , x s [ C x m ??? m C x . Thus we ob-y 1 n d 1 d nŽd , . . . , d ./ Žq, . . . , q. 1 n1 n Ž .tain the following decomposition of R x , . . . , x into the direct sum of1 n
polynomials and ``proper fractions'':
R x , . . . , x s R x , . . . , x [ R x , . . . , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n q 1 n y 1 n
Ž .The fractional part, in the above sense, of the right-hand side of 9 must
vanish, because the left-hand side is a polynomial in x , . . . , x . Among the1 n
Ž yr .terms s tr X , the contribution to the polynomial part comes onlykq r
Ž y1 .from the first term s tr X . In fact, in the termkq1
s tr Xyr s x x ??? x xyr q xyr q ??? qxyr ,Ž . Ž .Ýkq r i i i 1 2 n1 2 kq r
1Fi - ??? -i Fn1 kqr
the possible cancellation for xyr is made by a multiplication by thej
Ž yr .monomial containing x , so that s tr X never contains the polyno-j kqr
Ž y1 .mial part for r G 2. Since the polynomial part of s tr X is seen askq1
s tr Xy1 s s xy1 q xy1 q ??? qxy1Ž . Ž .kq1 kq1 1 2 n
s n y k s q the fractional part, 10Ž . Ž .k
we conclude
k ks q y s q q s q y . . . q y s q s y n y k sŽ . Ž . Ž .0 k 1 ky1 2 ky2 k 0 k
as desired.
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Ž .2. NEWTON'S FORMULA FOR gl 1n
In this section, we prove Theorem 1. It suffices to establish the following
equality for each Young diagram D of depth at most n:
k
r D D D DÄ Ä Äy C P s y C y C y1 , 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /ky r r kq1 kq1
rs0
D Ž .where Z g C is the eigenvalue of Z g ZU gl on the irreduciblen
Ž .representation r of U gl parameterized by D. In fact, an element ofD n
Ž .U gl is determined by the set of all the irreducible representations.n
ÄD DExplicit descriptions of the eigenvalues C and P are given inr r
Ž . Ž .Lemmas 4 and 5. Put l s m q n y i for D s m , m , . . . , m .i i 1 2 n
Ž .LEMMA 4. The eigen¤alue of C l is gi¤en by
C D l s l y l l y l ??? l y l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 n
In particular, we ha¤e
ÄDC s s l , l , . . . , l .Ž .r r 1 2 n
LEMMA 5. The eigen¤alue of P is gi¤en byr
n
D r rP s S A s A ,Ž . Ž .Ý i jr D D
i , js1
where
l y1 ??? y11
. .l . .2 . .
.A s ,D . y1. 00 ln
and the symbol S means the summation of all the entries of a matrix.
Ž .We can easily check Lemma 4 by the action of C l on the highest
weight vector. The proof of Lemma 5 is not as easy as Lemma 4, and we
w x w xrefer to PP1 or Ch.XI of Z for the proof.
Ž .From Lemmas 4 and 5, we see that both sides of the equality 11 consist
Ž .of polynomials in l , . . . , l . It is therefore enough to prove 11 for the1 n
case where l , . . . , l are indeterminates. Hereafter we treat l , . . . , l as1 n 1 n
indeterminates. We will proceed in a similar way as in the previous section
replacing the matrix X by A . From Lemma 4, we see the equalityD
n
ny r D rÄdet lI y A s l y l ??? l y l s y C l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝD 1 n nyr
rs0
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so that we have
nn D ny1 D ny2 DÄ Ä ÄA y C A q C A y ??? q y C I s 0 12Ž . Ž .D 1 D 2 D n
by the Cayley]Hamilton theorem. The summation over the entries of the
Ž . Ž .matrix in 12 leads to the equality 11 for k s n. For general k, multiply
kyn Ž .A on 12 and sum up all the entries. Then we haveD
kk D ky1 D ky2 DÄ Ä ÄS A y C S A q C S A y ??? q y C S IŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .D 1 D 2 D k
kq1 kD y1 D kynÄ Äs y y C S A q ??? q y C S A . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½ 5kq1 D n D
Ž . Ž .The left-hand side of 13 is that of the equality 11 by Lemma 5. Thus
Ž .what remains is to compute the right-hand side of 13 .
For this purpose, we prepare two lemmas.
LEMMA 6. The in¤erse of the matrix A is gi¤en byD
0, i ) j,¡
y1l , i s j,iy1 ~A sŽ . jyiy1i jD
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1l l l ??? l l , i - j.Ý Ý i a a a j1 2 t¢ ts0 i-a - ??? -a -j1 t
Hence
n ny1 s l , l , . . . , lŽ .t 1 2 ny1 y1 y1 y1S A s s l , l , . . . , l s .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝD t 1 2 n s l , l , . . . , lŽ .n 1 2 nts1 ts0
yr w y1 y1 xLEMMA 7. Each entry of A is an element of the algebra C l , . . . , l .D 1 n
Ž y2 y2 .For r G 2, it belongs to the ideal l , . . . , l ; hence there exist no polyno-1 n
Ž yr .mial part in the product of S A and a polynomial in l , . . . , l whoseD 1 n
degree in each l is at most 1.i
Lemma 7 is easily seen from Lemma 6. In fact, it is enough to show the
Ž .case r s 2, and we can check it by the fact that each term of the i, j -th
entry of Ay1 contains ly1 and ly1.D i j
Ž . Ž .Proof of Lemma 6. Put L s diag l , . . . , l , R s diag r , . . . , r with1 n 1 n
r s ly1, andi i
0 r r ??? r1 1 1
0 r ??? r2 2
.0 .B s ..
. . rny1. 0
0 0
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Ž .Then we have A s L I y B , so thatD
y1 y1y1A s L I y B s I y B RŽ . Ž .Ž .D
s I q B q B2 q ??? R .Ž .
By induction on t, we can compute BtR for t G 1 explicitly as follows:
0, i G j,¡
t ~B R sŽ . i j r r r ??? r r , i - j.Ý i a a a j1 2 ty1¢i-a - ??? -a -j1 ty1
This verifies the lemma.
Ž .Let us return to the calculation of the right-hand side of 13 . Lemma 6
Ž . Ž . Ž .shows that it belongs to R l , . . . , l s C l m ??? m C l . Furthermore,1 n 1 n
it is equal to its polynomial part, because the left-hand side is a polyno-
ÄD yRŽ .mial. From Lemma 7 we see, on the one hand, that the terms C S Akq r D
for r G 2 have no polynomial part, because the degree of the polynomial
ÄDC in l is at most 1 for any i. On the other hand, the polynomial part ofkq r i
ÄD y1Ž .C S A can be computed askq1 D
ÄD y1 ÄD ÄDC S A s y C y C y1 q the fractional part. 14Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /kq1 D kq1 kq1
In fact, using Lemma 8, we have
n ny1 str r D y1Äy l C S A s s lŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýny r D n snrs0 ts0
s y s l y s l y 1 q the fractional partŽ . Ž .Ž .n n
n
r r D DÄ Äs y y l C y C y1Ž . Ž .Ý ž /ny r nyr
rs0
q the fractional part,
Ž . Ž .where we denote s l y l, . . . , l y l simply by s l . We have thusn 1 n n
Ž .proved the equality 11 and hence Theorem 1.
LEMMA 8. The following equality holds:
ny1 st
s l s y s l y s l y 1 q the fractional part.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýn n nsnts0
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Proof. This is shown by the following calculation:
ny1 s y s y s y1 s l s y1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t n n n n
s l s s l s ys l qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýn n ns s sn n nts0
l y l l q 1 l y l l q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 n ns ys l q ???Ž .n l l1 n
s ys l q l y l y 1 ??? l y l y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n 1 n
q the fractional part
s ys l q s l y 1 q the fractional part.Ž . Ž .n n
Ž .3. NEWTON'S FORMULA FOR gl 2n
For Theorem 2 we will establish the equality
k
r D D D DÄy C k y n P s y C k y n y C k y n y 1 . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ky r r kq1 kq1
rs0
We consider the expansion of the characteristic polynomial of A in theD
factorial functions lŽ r . rather than in the powers lr:
n
ny r D Ž r .det lI y A s l y l ??? l y l s y C l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝD 1 n nyr
rs0
We have
nD Žn. D Žny1. D Žny2. DC A y C A q C A y ??? q y C I s 0 16Ž . Ž .0 D 1 D 2 D n
Ž .by the Cayley]Hamilton theorem. The equality 15 for k s n follows by
ÄD Ž r .Ž . Ž .summing up all the entries of both sides of 16 , because P s S A .r D
Ž .For more general k, we apply the following process on 16 :
Ž . Ž Žnyk ..y1a multiply A on both sides;D
Ž .b replace each l by l q n y k;i i
Ž .c sum up all the entries.
Then we have
kD Žk . D Žky1. DC k y n S A y C k y n S A q ??? q y C k y n S IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 D 1 D k
kq1 y1Ds y y C k y n S A q I q ???Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ kq1 D
n y1Dq y C k y n S A q I , 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 5ž /n D nyk
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Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .where A q I s A q I A q 2 I ??? A q rI . The left-hand sideD r D D D
Ž . Ž .of 17 is that of the equality 15 . Thus computation of the right-hand side
Ž . Ž .remains. We see that it belongs to the ring R l , . . . , l s C l m ??? m1 n 1
Ž . Ž .y1 ŽC l , because each entry of A q cI is a polynomial in l qn D 1
.y1 Ž .y1c , . . . , l q c by Lemma 6. Furthermore, it is equal to its polyno-n
mial part as before. We have only to compute the polynomial part of the
D Ž . ŽŽ .y1 . D Žfirst term C k y n S A q I , because the other terms C k ykq1 D kqr
. ŽŽŽ . .y1 .n S A q I for r G 2 have no polynomial part as seen from theD r
following lemma.
ŽŽ . .y1LEMMA 9. Let r G 2. Each entry of A q I is written as aD r
d1 Ž .y1linear combination of the fractions of the form Ł l q c ???n s1 1 1n1 1dn Ž .y1Ł l q c with d G 2 for some i. In particular, there is no polyno-n s1 n nn in n
ŽŽŽ . .y1 .mial part in the product of S A q I and a polynomial in l , . . . , lD r 1 n
whose degree in each l is at most 1.i
Proof. This can be shown by Lemma 6 in a similar way as in Lem-
Ž .y1 Ž .y1ma 7. Since each entry of A q cI is a polynomial in l q c , . . . ,D 1
Ž .y1l q c , it is enough to show the case r s 2. We can check it by the factn
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .y1that each term of the i, j -entry of A q cI contains l q c andD 1
y1Ž .l q c .j
D Ž . ŽŽ .y1 .The polynomial part of C k y n S A q I is computed askq1 D
Ž .follows. We can decompose an element of R l , . . . , l into a polynomial1 n
Ž X X .part and a fractional part regarding it as an element of R l , . . . , l with1 n
X Ž . Ž X X .l s l q 1, because R l , . . . , l s R l , . . . , l . By Lemmas 7 and 8i i " 1 n " 1 n
we have
n
r y1Ž r . Dy l C m S A q IŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ny r D
rs0
ny1 Xsty1 Xs s l q m S A q I s s l q m q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Xn D n snts0
s y sX l q m q 1 y sX l q m q the fractional partŽ . Ž .Ž .n n
s y s l q m y s l q m y 1 q the fractional partŽ . Ž .Ž .n n
n
r Ž r . D Ds y y l C m y C m y 1 q the fractional part,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ny r nyr
rs0
X Ž X X . X Ž . Ž X . Ž X .with s s s l , . . . , l and s l s l y l ??? l y l , so thatr r 1 n n 1 n
y1DC k y n S A q IŽ . Ž .Ž .kq1 D
s y C D k y n y C D k y n y 1 q the fractional part. 18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .kq1 kq1
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